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Introduction

The following sustainable and responsible investment activity report

is the first of its kind at BLI. As a signatory of the UN PRI, we are

committed to foster transparency and best practice centred around

a variety of stakeholders both internally and externally. As we

expect investees to disclose sustainability metrics on a best-effort

basis, we commit to doing the same by publishing an annual activity

report starting in 2020. The latter looks to highlight concrete

examples stemming from our sustainable and responsible

investment policy over the year and enables us and our

stakeholders to follow our progress over the years to come.

When our first general ESG policy was published in 2017, non-

financial analysis was primarily a way to mitigate the risks of our

portfolios. The focus was on identifying and avoiding the ‘bad

apples’, mainly through the exclusion of the most controversial

companies. This global approach was coupled with specific

sustainable investments such as microfinance or via the BL

Sustainable Horizon, BLI’s flagship SRI equity fund.

Since then our approach has strengthened to become more

proactive and applicable across asset classes. Thereby we now

take a large number of ESG aspects into account from the pre- to

the post investment stage.

We are increasingly gaining a deeper understanding of broad ESG

topics, how they are linked to our investee’s business models and

thus how our investment decisions are affected. This in turn allows

us to make better informed decisions and to meaningfully engage

with investees on different levels to encourage them to adopt and

continue to foster sustainable practices.

Several of the most poignant developments in 2020 were the

procurement of 2 ESG labels for the BL Sustainable Horizon

fund as well as the overhaul of our sustainable and responsible

investment policy.

These broad themes are in one way or another applicable across

asset classes as we have to recognise that different types of assets,

regions and strategies require different ESG approaches. Moreover

these 3 points span the whole investment process ranging from pre-

to post investment activities, thus allowing us to gain the big picture.

Our overarching approach to ESG:

 Avoiding entities linked to serious E,S or G violations

 Systematically considering sustainability risks and opportunities

 Using  our position/experience to promote sustainable practices 

A progressive approach
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Overview

Visually summarising the various ESG related strategies across our strategies has given us the

opportunity to see where we have most progressed over the last year as well as identifying

opportunities for future development. Notable progress has been made by integrating ESG

factors more systematically across the equities portfolios as well as developing an in-house

score for sovereign debt issuers to make better informed decisions. Applied exclusions are in line

with international norms, whereby we exclude companies linked to the production of controversial

weapons.

Going forward we would like to strengthen our active ownership practices. Naturally, different ESG

techniques are more or less applicable depending on the fund’s objective and strategy.

The sustainable and responsible investment policy has been updated in 2020 to reflect our evolving

thinking and more proactive approach to ESG.

Hereafter we summarise the main developments between September 2019 and September 2020

across the 3 asset classes: equities, fixed income and multi-asset.

Applied ESG approaches across our funds 
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Equity

An approach based on long standing principles

The holdings have to comply with our quality criteria, exclusion and ESG integration policy but do

not have to fulfil specific ESG rating thresholds1.

The majority of our holdings are in the top and middle field - ¼ are so called ESG leaders and only

a small portion is invested in ESG laggards according to our service provider, MSCI ESG Research.

In terms of the geographic distribution, our portfolios do show a slight bias as the best ratings (AAA-

A) are dominated by European and American companies whereas the ESG ‘laggards’ (B-CCC) tend

to be more commonly found in emerging and developing markets. This can be observed in the

market in general whereby emerging markets as well as small caps tend to have lower ESG ratings.

This could be explained by the fact that these markets do prioritise ESG issues in their reporting

less. These insights have led the choice of our ESG integration method, to not define

minimum thresholds but take the ESG rating into account in the valuation process and thus

the final portfolio allocation.

BLI Holdings: Geographic Ratings Distribution (as of 30.09.2020)

1 Exceptions : BL-Sustainable Horizon, BL-Equities Europe, BL-Equities America 

Transparent and 
clear business model

Profitable growth

Sustainable 
competitive 
advantage

Disciplined on valuation

Perceiving businesses 
like long-term owners

High profitability

Business-
Like 

Investing

BLI's investment vision is one of

active management and conviction.

For us, buying a share means taking

a long-term stake in a high-quality

company at a price below its intrinsic

value. Each opportunity is rigorously

analysed, valued and selected

according to our own methodology

and proven principles.

The portfolios have a low turnover as

a result of our methodology. Another

consequence is that the ESG rating

distribution of all our holdings does

not show significant changes over

time. At BLI we do not set ourselves

targets in terms of the distribution.
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Equity – In Practice I

Controversies Analysis

The first in-depth analysis of the severe controversies in our

portfolios was carried out in June 2020. Since then, we identified 29

companies linked to severe controversies (i.e. investees subject to

an orange flag in MSCI). This amounted to 45 unique

controversies of which 1% fall under the “E” category, 85% fall

under “S” and 14% under the “G” umbrella.

Our approach consists in filtering out the cases we deem material

for the future of a company’s business model as well as our

investment case. Of those identified, we look for those with

reasonable chances for a successful dialogue, the so-called

engagement opportunities. Several controversies are left out of the

engagement perimeter as they fall under what we call “legacy

cases”, meaning they have been known for a long time and the

impact (financial and reputational) has been accounted for and

necessary actions have been taken. Thus, in such cases we deem it

inefficient to engage the companies further at this stage unless new

relevant information comes to light.

We identified, 7 legacy controversies, 19 material cases and 14 we

deem to be engagement opportunities at this stage of our

analysis. More details concerning our dialogue efforts can be found

in the “Engagement” section of this report.

ESG Integration

At BLI we integrate an ESG rating into the valuation model

according to the scale on the left. This allows us to accredit a higher

cost of equity (CoE) to ESG laggards, resulting in a lower valuation

and a lower CoE to ESG leaders, leading to a higher fair value.

Integrating ESG in the valuation process, in the investment decision

and thus in the final portfolio allocation is in line with BLI’s bottom-

up stock picking approach focused on selecting quality values by

applying a long term, entrepreneurial view.

In practice, the integration of ESG scores has led in some cases to

differences between the non-ESG adjusted fair values and those

taking ESG into account of upwards of 10-15%.

Generally speaking the effect is more significant for new

investments entering the funds as the other values are adjusted on

a relative basis within the portfolio itself.

As the new methodology only came into practice very recently, we

look forward to sharing further relevant insights and findings of the

approach in a next report.

1%

85%

14%

Split by category

-0,3% 0,0% 0,3% 0,6%

AAA

AA

A

BBB

BB

B

CCC

Cost of Equity 

Adjustement
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Equity – In Practice II

Engagement

There is no one right way to practice engagement. Often the most

appropriate way to start a dialogue depends on many factors and

varies between companies and across time. Engagement is not a

separate strategy either but is intrinsically linked and an integral part

stemming from the other steps in the investment process.

The objectives of our engagement efforts can be summarised in 3

broad avenues:

 Raise awareness of critical issues with companies to assess their

current thinking.

 Clarify companies’ strategic approach (example: has a risk

assessment of current activities been conducted, are metrics

monitoring exposures in place)

 Follow and assess the companies’ progress against set metrics.

As a result of our controversy analysis, we have found that a large

majority of controversies, 85% (35 in number), falls under the

“social” umbrella of ESG. Thus the focus of our engagement efforts

is on topics related to health & safety issues, remuneration

(minimum wage), working hours, discrimination (specifically

concerning layoffs) and workplace conditions especially in the

supply chain related to child labor. Some of the previous examples

have naturally been amplified by the current health crisis and racial

protests, hence we have seen an increase in workplace and safety

strikes for instance.

In addition to the insight gained through the controversy

analysis, BLI continues to engage companies on issues related

to global warming and climate change, disclosure of best

practice and good governance at board level.

Throughout the year, the SRI team and fund managers have

engaged on a range of issues across multiple geographies. In total

BLI has engaged 17 companies.

Important progress has been made on this front over the last year and as a smaller asset manager

we are pleased with the results of our progressive approach. In the long term, we look to deepen

this component of the strategy. What will help us in this feat is our growing experience and

understanding of specific ESG topics, thematic research and market practice, giving us confidence

to reach out to the management or investor relations of investees. We are aware that we do not

have the same reach as some institutional investors, nevertheless we consider our efforts to be of

importance as positive change can be considered a numbers game and our dialogue could be the

tipping point in a matter.

Engagement topics

Engagement triggers
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Equity – In Practice III

Voting

BLI’s guiding principle is to serve the long-term interests of investors

in its investment strategies. Accordingly, BLI exercises its voting

rights based on what we consider to be in the best interest of our

shareholders and clients. In case a proposal is inconsistent with

these interests have in the past and will in the future vote against

resolutions.

Since 2018 we have voted for the following sub-funds; BL-Global

Equities, BL-Equities Europe, BL-Equities America, BL-Sustainable

Horizon and FFG Global Flexible Sustainable.

Thus, we voted at 164 AGMs across 30 countries, representing

97.6% of all AGMs held by invested companies.

In total, we voted for 2258 motions, 1973 "For" (88.7%) and 205

"Against" (9.1%), 15 "Withhold" company management resolutions

and 65 abstentions. 99.9% of the 2258 votes were cast in

accordance with the sustainable voting policy provided by our proxy

voting provider, ISS.

Sustainability related votes

BLI has voted on 35 sustainability linked topics. The majority of

these votes were related to increased transparency on pay disparity

as well as linking executive pay to sustainability performance. The

other big category, summaries as social and workforce practices,

regroups topics such as promotion velocity and discrimination as

well as data privacy concerns for customers.

During the period, BLI encountered no cases deemed to represent

potential conflicts of interest with respect to exercising our voting

rights or our engagement activities.

Distribution of Votes 

01.09.2019-01.09.2020

Votes FOR

Votes AGAINST

Votes ABSTAIN

Votes WITHHOLD
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Equity – In Practice IV

Carbon Emissions

As a consequence of our long-standing investment methodology Business-Like Investing,

some sectors are systematically underrepresented in our portfolios. Highly capital-intensive

industries and/or companies with little pricing power and more generally, companies without

specific competitive advantage (such as the oil & gas sector, utilities or airlines) are highly

unlikely to be found in one of our portfolios. These bottom-up choices lead to a

favourable carbon emissions profile.

The used metric is the weighted average carbon intensity. It measures a portfolio’s

exposure to carbon intensive companies. Companies with higher carbon intensity are likely

to face more exposure to carbon related market and regulatory risks - this metric can serve

as an indication for a portfolio’s exposure to potential climate change-related risks relative to

other portfolios or relative to a benchmark.

Fund Name

Fund Weighted 

Average Carbon 

Intensity

Reference Index

BL-American Smaller Companies 39,8 172,4

BL-Emerging Markets 95,6 252,7

BL-European Family Businesses 21,4 140,2

BL-European Smaller Companies 56,5 162,3

BL-Equities America 36,3 142,2

BL-Equities Asia 97,4 229,3

BL-Equities Dividend 138,8 158,0

BL-Equities Europe 80,1 140,2

BL-Equities Japan 53,6 79,4

BL-Global 30 75,1 158,0

BL-Global 50 76,2 158,0

BL-Global 75 74,2 158,0

BL-Global Equities 69,7 158,0

BL-Global Flexible EUR 78,2 158,0

BL-Sustainable Horizon 139,4 158,0

* Data as of 09/2020

Weighted Average Carbon Intensity: 
𝑛

𝑖

𝑃𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑜 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑖 ∗
𝐼𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒𝑟 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑖
𝐼𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑖
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BL-Sustainable Horizon

The BL Sustainable Horizon considers several concrete impact indicators. The scores of the fund as

well as those of the index have overall been stable in 2020. Nonetheless, we strive to engage

companies wherever possible to progress. Above all, the fund has performed better than its

reference index, especially when it comes to the considered governance factors.

BLI’s BL-Sustainable Horizon fund has been awarded 2 sustainability labels showcasing its focus on

long-term sustainable and responsible investments.

Evolution of impact indicators

Thematic Pocket & Impact on the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

The funds’ thematic pocket seeks to invest in companies which, through their activity, contribute

directly or indirectly to the achievement of the UN's Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

Hereafter is a high-level analysis of the impact some of the thematic pocket companies have on the

realisation of the SDGs.
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% independence on board
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BL-Sustainable Horizon Index

ESG Rating Distribution

Sonova´s products have a natural positive social impact on the realisation of good health

and well-being. Sonova’s overall corporate strategy and vision of a world where everyone
enjoys the delight of hearing and therefore lives a life without limitations.

Geberit’s contribution can be explained by the positive externalities of its products in terms

of their contribution to better, affordable sanitary standards; a more durable, resource-
efficient infrastructure; improved hygiene in drinking water; know-how transfer and impetus

for developing economies.

Waters Corporation is one of the world's leading specialty measurement company

focused on improving human health and well-being through the application of high-value
analytical technologies and scientific expertise. The technology and machines developed,

mainly chromatographs and mass spectrometers, are making scientific progress possible.
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Fixed Income

Refined approaches in accordance with set objectives

Since the signature of the UN PRI in 2017, the fixed income team has worked to define an

investment strategy that takes into account ESG factors and targets impact investing in its

open-ended investment funds.

As of today, BLI applies two main approaches within its bond portfolios, sometimes in

combination and sometimes individually depending on the strategies concerned:

 ESG optimisation: consideration of ESG factors and extra-financial elements in the

process of analysing and selecting individual issuers;

 Impact investments: investments made with the goal to generate a positive social

and/or environmental impact in addition to the financial return. Several types of

instruments with different characteristics are available:

→ Liquid strategies: mainly green bonds;

→ Alternative strategies: microfinance, project finance, housing, etc.

ESG Optimisation

Impact Investments

Sovereign Issuers

Corporate Issuers

Fundamental ESG Score

ESG Momentum Score

Liquid Impact

Alternative Impact

MSCI ESG Rating
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Fixed Income – In Pratice I

ESG Optimisation

Issuers are subject to an extra-financial analysis resulting in an ESG

score. The objective is to obtain an average ESG score within each

pocket, sovereign bonds and corporate bonds, higher than that of a

representative index.

We aim first and foremost to invest in issuers with strong and/or

improving economic fundamentals. Thus, for a similar

fundamental economic score, we will favour an issuer with a

higher ESG score.

Sovereigns

The approach used to calculate the ESG score for sovereign

issuers is to combine a fundamental score that remains relatively

stable over time with a momentum score aimed at reflecting the

ESG dynamics of the countries analysed. In the end, we are then

able to assess the relative risk tendency of any analysed

country.

At present the ESG profile of the portfolios is monitored on a weekly

basis. The final ESG score (0-100, worst to best) of all bond

portfolios combined has remained fairly stable since the end of

February 2020. If we were to exclude the sole investment in US

treasuries, the score would stand at 51, thus a significant

improvement.

The average E, S and G scores of all sovereign issuers held in our

portfolios at the end of September were as follows:

Corporates

The ESG analysis of corporate issuers is based on ESG scores

developed by MSCI.

Since the beginning of the year we can observe a significant

improvement in the average ESG score on the corporate side of the

bond portfolios. This change can in part be explained by a

substantial reduction in the exposure to companies subject to

severe and very severe controversies. All sub-scores E,S and G

have improved on an equal footing during this time.

The average E, S and G scores of all private issuers held in our

portfolios at the end of September were as follows:

Sovereigns average 

ESG score 

Corporates average

ESG score 

45 44 41

65 50 50
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Fixed Income – In Pratice II

Impact Strategies Split

96%

4%

Green Bonds

Microfinance

Example of our SDG-mapping effort for some of the green 

bonds in our portfolios

Impact Investments

Bonds are a relevant asset class to directly target the UN's

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) as the proceeds can

directly target measurable project.

Across 6 funds totalling 1bn, 14% (i.e. 140 mln) are invested in

impact strategies. Of those 96% are invested in Green bonds (i.e.

liquid impact strategy) and 4% in alternative impact strategies.

Since February 2020, we have experienced a net increase in the

impact investing portion of our bond portfolios from €115.7 to €146.7

million, i.e. a 26.7% increase in this category and a 3.3% increase

across all fixed income assets.

Green Bonds
Despite green bonds being a relatively new asset class, the

investment universe is expanding and comprises ~300 different

issuers and ~700 issuances meeting our investment criteria. These

issuers are mainly governments or supranational organisations,

issuing EUR or USD denominated green bonds in order to finance

major projects.

The biggest issuers of green bonds in the portfolios are for the most

part financials such as development banks or investment banks,

followed by governments and utilities.

The analysis of our green bond positions in relation to the stated

impact and their contribution to the SDGs shows that a majority of

the bonds do indeed target several SDGs. SDG #7, #13 and #11

are most targeted, which is in line with the general objectives of

green bonds.
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Microfinance

BLI collaborates with specialised external advisors in charge of establishing a list of eligible

issuances in line with our main investment criteria. The advisors also ensure permanent monitoring

of the selected investments as this is a crucial step in the investment process.

Fixed Income – In Pratice III

Analysis and selection criteria

CFPA Microfinance 

Management Company  

(China)

This microfinance institution (MFI) offers accessible loans to low-income

micro-entrepreneurs, mainly in rural areas and areas hit by natural

disasters. It gives priority to women (82.9% of clients) by providing the

means to create microenterprises or expand existing production.

Mitra Bisis Keluarga

(Indonesia) 

Its mission is to improve the standard of living of a significant number of

the poorest 25% of households in Indonesia. MBK's main clients are

poor women who are usually farmers or run small commercial

enterprises.

LOLC PLC 

(Cambodia) 

A microfinance institution with a social vision and a business orientation

that provides entrepreneurs and families at the base of the socio-

economic pyramid with the economic opportunities to transform the

quality of their lives and their communities through the provision of

effective and sustainable client empowering financial services.

→ Countries with strong legal and regulatory frameworks

→ Stable Economies

→ Preferably MFIs owned by institutions & belonging to a stong network

→ MFIs with loan portfolios targeting mainly MSMEs

Several examples

Source: lolc.com, mbk-ventura.com
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Multi-Management

Fund selection

As a large spectrum of ESG investing strategies exists, the ambition

is to analyse management companies and the respective funds in

their own right. Thus, the multi-management team has created a

questionnaire that serves as a reference point to showcase how the

management company is positioned in terms of sustainable

investing, what its philosophy entails and which concrete actions it

has put in place.

Across the 58 funds and asset management companies analysed, a

majority are signatories of initiatives such as the UN PRI and have

related policies in place. More and more, but still not a majority

apply at least one layer of ESG analysis (except for the exception of

controversial weapons, which is quasi always applied) in their fund

strategy.

We are still at the beginning of the analysis of the sustainable and

responsible practices of targeted funds and we hope to present a

deeper analysis for the next SRI report.

The answers to the questionnaire will also determine, if a fund is

eligible for investment in the newly launched fund, the BL-Fund

Selection Smart Evolution.

For this, management companies must at least have taken two “SRI

Steps”, such as having a voting policy and being a signatory of the

UN PRI.

The second eligibility criteria is the in-house fund ESG score, which

assesses the quality of the chosen ESG approach in the fund, must

be at least 70 (out of 100 possible points).

The fund itself has two pockets, one invested in funds with a clearly

defined ESG process; the other pocket goes on step further and is

invested in funds with a SDG impact goal.
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Final Word

By becoming a signatory of the UN PRI in 2017, BLI has made a

long-term commitment. Three years later, we are convinced that we

have taken the right direction and are continuing our efforts in this

regard. From the very beginning, we have followed a progressive

approach and more recently, the overhaul of our policy has enabled

us to formally and systematically integrate ESG factors into the core

of our asset management business. Responsible and sustainable

investment is constantly evolving, thanks to many factors. We

remain attentive to any developments and, above all, to the tools for

improvement that will enable us to continuously add value to the

investment process and exercise our responsibility as a shareholder

in order to better meet the needs of our clients.

We look forward to sharing our progress in the 2021 report.

What lies ahead?

Contact

Annick Drui – SRI Strategist

annick.drui@bli.lu

(+352) 26 26 99 40 88 

Julien Jonas – SRI Strategist

julien.jonas@bli.lu

(+352) 26 26 99 33 63

16, Boulevard Royal 

L-2449 Luxembourg

www.bli.lu
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